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Preface

National and international attention remains sharply focused on healthcare associated infections. The global call for more effective prevention remains a priority for a diverse range of stakeholders. In fact, prevention efforts are increasingly important not only to those within the healthcare community, but to an expanding number of external audiences, including governmental, scientific, and consumer groups.

Infection prevention and control of potentially pathogenic organisms begins with a fundamental knowledge of the microbes, their categorization, and the risks they pose. This book is intended as a basic guide for infection preventionists (IPs) and other healthcare professionals who need quick access to essential information. References are provided at the end of each chapter for those who need more comprehensive information.

In this third edition of Ready Reference for Microbes, APIC has expanded the previous content first introduced in 2002. The core content on bacteria, fungi, parasites, viruses, common commensals and other normal flora, and bioterrorism agents has been updated and offers the most current web-based resources from authoritative sites. Color coding has been added to alert the reader to those microbes that are discussed in greater detail in the APIC Text. In addition, the third edition includes a chapter on antimicrobial therapy and the importance of antimicrobial stewardship programs. A set of appendices that review popular topics, summarizing key facts and helpful reminders, is another new feature of this edition.

The resistance of microbes to existing pharmacologic therapies shows no sign of abating. As treatment options become more limited, the demand to prevent infection intensifies. The challenge for infection preventionists to respond to these growing demands also escalates. APIC offers this new edition of Ready Reference for Microbes to support IPs and others in healthcare in their ongoing efforts to control microbial risks and maximize patient safety across all practice settings.
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